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Jesus Christ was the son of Man who was born of Mary. The Holy Spirit deposited
the Sperma of God into Mary’s womb and conceived Jesus. That Sperma that conceived
Jesus was the Living and Abiding Word of God. Jesus was born by the Sperma of God so
he is the Son of God. He was born of Mary so He was the Son of Man!
He ministered as the Son of Man. His miracles were done by the Son of
Man! His sacrifice on Calvary was as the Son of God. His name is now the
Word of God.
As believers in Christ Jesus and His Sacrifice on Calvary and by being Born Again we
become Christians by birth. We are born again by the same Living and Abiding Word Of
God that Jesus was conceived with and was born. We are now the son of man by born of
our parents and by being born again of God, we are the Son of God. We each one need
to Born of the Water and Born of the Spirit
1Peter 1:22 Since you have in obedience to the truth purified your souls for a
sincere love of the brethren, fervently love one another from the heart, 23 for you have
been born again not of seed which is perishable but imperishable, that is,
through the living and abiding word of God.
All Christians are the Sons of God by being born of Sperma of God. All Christians are
Sons of God by being born of the Sperma of the Word of God! Not all believing Christians
are of the same Standing in Heaven as Christ Jesus! He is the King and our High Priest.
We are born again as babies in Christ and all Christians must grow up into Christ.
I am adding now: to grow up into Christ, our High Priest and King, after the Order of
Melchizedek. The Showbread is still a Mystery but the Priests had to eat the Showbread
each week. I man guessing that the Showbread became part of the Priesthood each week!
God has not revealed everything He is doing or explained His secrets and His
mysteries to all Christians. These mysteries are hidden in Christ but are available to
each Christian “to know.” How?
By coming to a full understanding, which results in a true knowledge of
God’s MYSTERY, that is Christ Himself, in whom are hidden all the treasures
of wisdom and knowledge.
In Christ, the Word of God, is hidden all the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge. This is revealed in Scriptures but this MYSTERY is beyond my understanding
and beyond my experience.
Colossians 2:2 that their hearts may be encouraged, having been knit together in
love, and attaining to all the wealth that comes from the full assurance of
understanding, resulting in a true knowledge of God's mystery, that is, Christ
Himself, 3 in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
Christ Jesus IS God’s mystery. Within Him, the Word of God, is the encyclopedia

of ALL eternal truth! This Eternal Truth, that is hidden in Him, contains all the
treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
The real wealth of the universe is attained though receiving a full, precise, true
knowledge of Christ. While this “mystery,” Christ, holds all of the greatest dimension of
“wisdom and knowledge”and this “Wisdom and Knowledge” is obviously available
to us.
The problem is this; This wisdom and knowledge and understanding is HIDDEN in
Him. Christ is The Word of God! All the Wisdom and Knowledge is HIDDEN in Christ,
the Word of God. All this Wisdom and Knowledge and Understanding is available to us
when we get a True Knowledge of God’s Mystery, that is of Christ, Himself.
This “treasure” is what we are all seeking and we will not be satisfied until we find it.
Even if it costs everything in the earth realm, that is irrelevant, because its wealth is of
another dimension from earth’s evaluation and measuring system. Christ is Eternal!
Then this Wisdom and Knowledge is Eternal.
This Mystery of Christ, that is hidden in Christ, contains all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge. This “mystery” comes to us by growing up to a full
understanding, resulting in a true knowledge of God's mystery, that is, Christ
Himself, 3 that is hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
This Treasure of Wisdom and Knowledge is available to us but THIS EXPERIENCE
IS BEYOND MY UNDERSTANDING! There are many scriptures like this one that I have
no EXPERIENCE of the Treasure of the knowledge, wisdom or understanding.
In Christ, the Word of God, is hidden ALL THE TREASURES OF WISDOM AND
KNOWLEDGE of the universe. This Treasure is available to us by us coming to a Full
Knowledge of God’s Mystery, that is Christ, Himself. Revealing this “Mystery of Christ,”
evidently, is God’s next move on the earth. How do we participate? By GROWING up to
a full Knowledge of God’s Mystery, that is Christ, Himself!
Jesus Christ, the Word of God, IS God’s Encyclopedia and He contains the Spiritual
words, phrases, thoughts, ideas, concepts, principles and the reality of ALL Eternal Truths.
Why? He is the Word of God!
The picture I want to present in this paper is that of the Showbread that is in the
Holy Place! I am guessing here. This Showbread is made up of 12 loaves that represent
this “MYSTERIOUS” set of Eternal Encyclopedias that contain all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge.. Each loaf is an entire encyclopedia of one subject matter and
there are 12 encyclopedias. These encyclopedias are eaten by the Priests each week.
Now in this study, I am just guessing, about the Showbread being the fulfillment
of Colossians 2: 1to 4!
But the fact is the Priests had to eat all the Showbread each week. If these
Encyclopedias holds the Treasures of Christ, then would it be possible for the Priests to eat
all the Encyclopedias in one week? Remember, in the Tent, which is Holy Place,
everything, including all wisdom, knowledge and understanding is from the Higher Realm.
There is no natural light in the Tent, the Holy Place and the Most Holy Place, but the Holy
Place is illuminated by the Seven Spirits of God, which illuminate on the Lampstand
Church. The Most Holy Place is illuminated by the Glory of God.
Since these encyclopedias, on the Table of Showbread, hold the fullness of “eternal
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truths” we then discover that “earth words” are totally inadequate to speak of these things
and provide definitions or explanations. “Christ” remains as God’s “Mystery” to earth
dwellers.
In the beginning there was the Father, the Word and the Holy Spirit. That WORD
was the sperma of God and was impregnated into Mary’s womb by the Holy Spirit! That
word was the “Eternal Christ.” That Eternal Christ became the sperma that was born as
Jesus. Jesus was the Son of God by being conceived by the Word of God! Jesus became
the Christ of God. We call Him Jesus Christ! Or now, that He is Resurrected, we call Him
Christ Jesus.
Jesus now “ministers, after the Order of Melchizedek, to the Lampstand Church, in
the Holy Place.” He is building a Kingdom of Priests in the Holy Place. It is these Priests
that must eat the Showbread. I believe He is doing His Work today and preparing His
Church for the Next Dimension. I am Guessing about this but I believe the Scripture will
support this thought. But the group that is still in the earth realm of existence has no
access to eat the Showbread. Those in the Outer Court dimension of preparation have no
right to eat the Showbread!
If we could just “eat” these encyclopedias, in this earth realm, they would be sweet in
our mouth but bitter in our stomach. Still, these eternal truths, in the Holy Place, after
having eaten, would become part of us and their words, thoughts, ideas, revelations etc.
would be of an inward nature and not just intellectual knowledge. This “showbread”,
when eaten, would become to us, personally, all the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge. I am guessing about this.
To speak of the things that are hidden in the “TENT,” which is “sanctuary of God,”
will require different words, phrases and definitions. To speak of the Showbread, and from
the Showbread, will require another vocabulary!
Outer Court words will be totally inadequate to speak of these hidden spiritual
things that are hidden in Christ. We will require “spiritual words, to convey spiritual
thoughts, that have been given by the Spirit” to speak the of mysteries.
These “treasures of wisdom and knowledge that are hidden in Christ” are
things which eye has not seen, ears have not heard and these truths have never entered into
the heart of man by natural means or by natural words. These truths in the encyclopedias
or the showbread, which I am guessing, are the “treasures of wisdom and knowledge”
will teach us of those things that God has prepared for those who love Him.
However, these hidden things are not taught by human wisdom with common earth
words. These mysteries are only taught to us by the Spirit who teaches with “spiritual
words” to convey “spiritual thoughts” that have been given by the Spirit.
This arrangement of The Seven Spirits of God then would eliminate the necessity for
men to teach us from these encyclopedias with human thoughts, natural words, regular
wisdom but all must be taught directly by the Spirit of God. ( Or in the Holy Place by Christ
Jesus under the Illumination of the Seven Spirits of God)
Since these spiritual truths are not imparted into the “priesthood” by way of human
ears, by hearing human words, by human thoughts, they must be taught directly by God ,
IN OR BY THE SPIRIT, or by Christ Jesus, in the New Inner Man.
John 6: 44] "No one can come to Me, unless the Father who sent Me draws him; and
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I will raise him up on the last day. [45] "It is written in the prophets, `AND THEY
SHALL ALL BE TAUGHT OF GOD.' Everyone who has heard and learned from the
Father, comes to Me.
When the Eternal, Living and Abiding Christ, the Word of God, dwells in us, He IS
those ( I am guessing) encyclopedias of eternal truths that are available to us in the Holy
Place. Then it should NOT be thought of as something incredible that He would teach us
these things! Where? I an guessing, in the Holy Place.
These ARE the things, that belong to the Mystery of Christ, that the Holy Spirit will
reveal to us. If we don’t permit Him [the Holy Spirit] to teach us these things we will fall
short of God’s Eternal Purpose. We, like Israel, will stop short of entering Canaan, which is
in the New Covenant, the Kingdom of God. We, each one, must be Born Again, To See the
Kingdom and Born of the Water and Born of the Spirit to enter the Kingdom of God.
The implication is this; Within the “TENT,” the Holy Place, the Kingdom of God,
there are “treasures of wisdom and knowledge hidden” that cannot be known by those
outside the Kingdom. These things are Hidden to Outer Court Persons. Within the “Pearl of
Great Value” there are hidden all the “treasures of wisdom and knowledge.” ALL the other
“Pearls” that we have accumulated are counted as nothing AFTER we have seen this “ONE
PEARL OF GREAT VALUE.”
Phillippians 3: 8] More than that, I count a things to be loss in view of the
surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all
things, and count them but rubbish in order that I may gain Christ.
It is apparent that God spoke to Abraham and to Moses differently than He speaks to
us today. He even used different language and different words to convey different thoughts
to the men of those periods. God spoke TO them and He spoke like a man, face to face.
2 Cor 13:3] since you are seeking for proof of the Christ who speaks in me, and
who is not weak toward you, but mighty in you.
This is now a different dimension of “speaking” that is designed to be IN us. With
Abraham and Moses and others God used a certain vocabulary of words that they
understood and conveyed as earth words.
Today our earth vocabulary has many times the number of earth words that they had
in those days. Our vocabulary of words is constantly increasing. There are many more
words in my vocabulary today than when I was a child. (Example: Computer, Hard Drive,
Printer.) I have stored in my brain many words and definitions today that I didn’t have
even 20 years ago. This increase of natural thoughts and the increase of natural words to
communicate these thoughts have served us well in the Outer Court dimension.
[Amplified] 1 Cor 2:13 And we are setting these truths forth in words not taught by
human wisdom but taught by the [Holy] Spirit, combining and interpreting spiritual truths
with spiritual language [to those who possess the Holy Spirit].
However, when we are in the Holy Place dimension, the multitude of natural earth
words and natural thoughts will be totally inadequate to hear or explain this next
dimension of “spiritual wisdom and understanding.” Just receiving “Spiritual Truths” is
not complete until we receive the spiritual words to explain the spiritual truths, that have
been give by the Spirit. In other words there is a different vocabulary necessary to share
these spiritual truths from the Holy Place. This understanding, I am guessing, will come
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through the maturity gained by experiencing the Seven Outer Court Foundations for the
Christian Life!
This will make Spiritual Things very difficult or impossible for the natural person to
understand. In fact, Paul understood that the natural man will view all these things as
foolishness. The Natural man will be “eliminated- made unnecessary” by laying the 7
Foundations in the believers Life.
My theory is that this whole set of encyclopedias that contain the “all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge” are written in this “new” language of the Spirit. This “language” is
not spoken in our ears but into our spirit or in our New Inner Man or into our Inner
Resurrection Life. Or even more specifically, in our “sanctuary.”
In the “sanctuary” My sheep hear My voice but not always in natural words that the
natural man can understand. When He Speaks, some will most likely just think it
thundered.
1Cor 3:1 And I, brethren, could not speak to you as to spiritual men, but as to men
of flesh, as to babes in Christ. [2] I gave you milk to drink, not solid food; for you were not
yet able to receive it. Indeed, even now you are not yet able, [3] for you are still fleshly.
Natural words, designed for the natural fleshly man, will always be necessary and
very popular in the visible church! These words are very limited, in their scope, to very
basic things called “milk.” Spiritual “words” [solid food] can only be spoken to Spiritual
Persons! Spiritual Persons are those who have the 7 Outer Court foundations laid in
there Life and have transitioned to the Holy Place! (I am guessing)
This is going to be the great problem of finding SPIRITUAL PERSONS, TO SPEAK
SPIRITUAL WORDS, in this next restoration. One of the great problems, in the Holy
Place Realm, is to find the SPIRITUAL PERSONS who can hear and understand the
SPIRITUAL WORDS!
First we, who minister, must have the Revelation of Christ, Himself, then we must
have spiritual thoughts and then we have to have spiritual words to speak that have been
given by the Spirit to minister the Revelation! AND THEN we must have to have “Spiritual
Ministers” who are able to receive the “spiritual words” to Convey the Spiritual Thoughts to
the other people! Nothing is easy, as they say in Cuba.
1Cor 2:6 Yet we do speak wisdom among those who are mature; a wisdom,
however, not of this age, nor of the rulers of this age, who are passing away; [7] but we
speak God's wisdom in a mystery, the hidden wisdom, which God predestined
before the ages to our glory; [8] the wisdom which none of the rulers of this age has
understood; for if they had understood it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory;
Since natural words are designed for the natural realm, the rulers in the age of Jesus
could only receive natural words so they could not understand the Spiritual Words and
Crucified the Lord of Glory.
Obviously, Paul did find some people somewhere that he could speak God’s Wisdom
to in a mystery. He said that God predestined us for this glory to share His “hidden
wisdom.” Nevertheless, Paul knew there were many that he could not share these things
with because they had no capacity to understand the Mysteries of Christ.
Regardless of how much natural wisdom we possess, or how well we know the
Scriptures by natural means, this is not sufficient to share the Spiritual Things in the next
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restoration. It is obvious that before WE can share these mysteries WE also must receive
this “hidden wisdom” and then we must receive a spiritual language with which to share the
spiritual thoughts to Spiritual People.
I think finding these “Spiritual ministers” today is the delay to the beginning of the
next restoration.
To sum up this thought, we could say that in the next restoration “WE” will be
absolutely and totally dependent upon God for every aspect of the Spiritual Ministry. We
can do NOTHING “SPIRITUAL” out from ourselves because we will be helpless without
Him. The only Real Spiritual Ministry that is possible is from the Holy Place!
I am Guessing that this Spiritual Restoration Ministry comes from the Tent in the
Tabernacle of God. All ministry that originates in the Holy Place is in cooperation with
Him and by Him working in us and through us. There just cannot be ANY independent
ministry in this Holy Place dimension. We will need both the Living and the Abiding
Word of God AND the Holy Spirit within us revealing and speaking these Mysteries of
Wisdom, Knowledge and Understanding. Why? This Ministry requires different “Spiritual
Words” that transpose the Spiritual Thoughts to the Spiritual Persons! These are the
Words that have been given by the Holy Spirit. These “spiritual words” convey the
“treasures” in the Kingdom of Christ.
Trying to minister this Hidden Wisdom and Knowledge, Christ, out of the intellect of
the natural man will be impossible! Why? This knowledge is only available to the New
Spirit of the New Inner Man given to the Spiritual Persons who have been full prepared in
the Outer Court to hear Spiritual Words! These “Words” are only spoken by the anointing
of the Spirit of Christ or spoken by the anointing of the Holy Spirit.
This GROWTH into Christ Jesus (I am guessing, though receiving the 7 Outer Court
Foundations) then is absolutely necessary before we can begin to minister in the next
restoration realm. This means that we must begin immediately to develop our New Inner
Man and His New Resurrection Life and prepare HIM, the New Inner Man, for this future
Spiritual Ministry. We might call this Growth and Learning process “The Seminary of the
Holy Spirit.”
The same as the natural man goes to a “church seminary” for his preparation to
minister natural things, so the New Inner Man must go to this “seminary of the Holy Spirit”
to prepare him to Minister the WORDS AND THOUGHTS , Hidden in Mysteries of Christ,
to Spiritual Persons! These Mysteries of Christ have been hidden from nearly all past
generations! These Mysteries of Christ remain a Great Mystery to the visible church
today!
The reason this Mystery of Christ is true today in the visible church is because the
visible church has not prepared Spiritual Ministers! There is no one to receive the
Spiritual Words to convey the Spiritual Thoughts in order to receive the MYSTERY of
Christ!
No one or very few know how to receive the Spiritual Word or how to minister the
“Wisdom Hidden in Christ.”
Discipleship training may be helpful to minister “the milk” but to minister the
“Mysteries that are Hidden in Christ” is beyond the training capacity of men. The most
that man can do today is to Lay the Seven Foundations for the Christian Life! Natural
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Words may be adequate for this ministry of the Outer Court Preparation. Why? That is
because these people are just being developed in the Outer Court dimension and have not
grown to Hear Spiritual Words.
In this next Restoration of God, we must be taught and developed by the Spirit of
God to grow up into Christ, to receive the Spiritual Words to convey the Spiritual Thoughts
to explain these Hidden, Spiritual Things. I am guessing that these NEXT SPIRITUAL
THINGS are revealed in the Holy Place by the Seven Spirits of God
Does this mean we must go to “language school” to learn these New Spiritual
Words? No! These words are not designed for our ears but they are heard in this other
dimension of the Inner Man. This “mysterious revelation” is exclusively designed for the
inner resurrection life dimension of our spirit. These “words” are designed to “feed” the
inner resurrection life. Supplying this “manna from heaven” ( Spiritual Words) is beyond
the capacity of natural man.
It seems clear, then, that “feed My sheep” indicates that this “next level of ministry”
will require the presence of this “Spiritual Ministry.” Why? They must be able to receive
more than one kind of food. Most likely there is a proper food for the Outer Court and
there is a proper food for the Holy Place but the “food itself” is of a progressing nature.
That means that the “Spiritual Ministry” must grow up progressively into Christ. Why?
Simple nutrition for some is much too strong for others. The “Food Ministry” of the
future will require the revelation of “spiritual chefs” who can prepare nutrition on many
different levels.
Luke 12: 42] And the Lord said, "Who then is the faithful and sensible steward,
whom his master will put in charge of his servants, to give them their rations at the
proper time? [43] "Blessed is that slave whom his master finds so doing when he comes.
[44] "Truly I say to you, that he will put him in charge of all his possessions.
In this “triangle dimension of the inner Life” where intuition, conscience and union
with the Spirit become a reality, we will know things that we don’t know how we know. The
“Spiritual Thoughts given the Spiritual Men”, develop in the inner man or inner life, and we
know something but we don’t know how we know.
If someone asks us how we know we can’t tell them. Did God speak to you? I don’t
know! I didn’t hear any words but still I know! Can you share with us what you know?
Not now because I don’t have the right words. Well, just give us a summation of this truth.
I can’t because I don’t understand it. Then how do you know you received something?
Because it has become an inner treasure of wisdom and understanding in my new inner
man. Then surely you can share it with us. Not yet because it is still a mystery to me and
will require Spiritual Words to convey the Spiritual Thoughts to the New Spiritual Persons!
The supposed objection to this kind of “ministry” will be quite logical. Many will
respond with “Well, all this is too radical and this is much too mystical for us. Why don’t
you just share practical things that we can easily understand with the natural mind?”
“Don’t you see that all this high and lofty teaching is much too complicated for new
believers and you are driving them away?” “How can we expect to build up a church this
way?”
All this is true and it cannot be refuted by some simple answer. Of course the truth is
that we must give the “proper rations at the proper time to the proper people, depending
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upon their need for the proper rations. In other words the “spiritual cafeteria” must have
food for everyone, at each level of the Christian Life.
This is a tremendous problem today because there should be “proper rations”
available for those who have gone beyond the “milk.” The “proper rations” for the mature
must include this “wisdom” that Paul shared with some of his “ministers.” The mentality
in the church today is this; In our cafeteria we only serve milk. If you want meat you must
go to that kind of church that has that kind of cafeteria. There are “vegetarian cafeterias”
in other parts of the city. If you are having digestive problems you need to find a cafeteria
that only serves “herbs.”
Today there are Amish Restaurants, Baptist Restaurants, Liberal Restaurants,
Conservative Restaurants, Pentecostal Restaurants, Charismatic Restaurants and
Restoration Restaurants. There are even Holiness Restaurants! The problem is that each
of these are only serving different flavors of milk. Some focus on Cow Milk while others on
Goat Milk and some on Buffalo Milk. The more progressive specialize in Chocolate Milk
or Raspberry Tea. A few are developing a menu that includes Soy Milk with herbs. No
matter what kind of glass or cup it is served in, it is still just milk.
The “meat eaters” are out of luck in the visible church today. Many are going from
cafeteria to cafeteria seeking for just a “meat substitute” but there seems to be a famine in
the land. Not a famine for milk but for a “ration” that will meet an inner need of the New
Advancing Man.
A few are searching for the “encyclopedias” and all they can find is “comic books.”
Some are seeking for that “spiritual challenge” and all they can find is “entertainment.”
Some are seeking for a “new vision” and all they can find is “yesterdays history.” Some are
seeking for “reality and all they can find is “outward religion.” Some are looking for the
Spiritual Words to convey Spiritual Thoughts and all they can find are natural earth words.
Blessed is that steward whom the Master finds giving the proper rations
at the proper time. He will put him in charge of his other servants.
It is my opinion that raising up another church to serve a different flavor of milk is
not a great priority today. Going on another missionary trip to deliver more milk to a
people who are suffering from “milk poisoning” is a waste of time and money. Setting up
“financial campaigns” to establish several “milk distribution centers” for other countries,
where there is already a surplus of milk, is a waste of time and money.
A brand new idea today is to set up “Apostolic Milk Centers” where pastors can come
to receive more milk. Even set up “Prophetic Milk Centers” where we can go to receive the
same old, same old milk. How about “Evangelistic Milk Centers” where Evangelists can
come to learn the new technics of “milk delivery” or how about “Cell Home Milk Delivery?”
How about training “Milk Salesmen” who can go out to train other “Milk Salesmen” who in
turn can train other “Milk Men” who can deliver “Milk” and produce a multiplication of
“milk Ministry.”
Evangelistic “Milk Ministries” are proclaiming that there is still another whole area
we need to develop. You need to send us a lot of money quickly! We want to raise a lot of
money quickly while we still have a opportunity to build large “ Evaporated Milk Factories”
where we can condense the “Milk” for easy delivery. Another program that we need a lot
of money to complete and we are beginning to investigate the “Sweetened Condensed Milk”
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that can be canned for the next generation.
We need to build an End Time Ministry project that will develop MILK for the End
Time when everything will be destroyed. Just think and support “Our Canned Milk”
factories and how they will be a great blessing.
We have also heard recently about a new product called “Kingdom Milk” but we have
determined that is too strong for today’s Christians. (Lord, save us!)
Act 15:16 'AFTER THESE THINGS I will return, AND I WILL REBUILD THE
TABERNACLE OF DAVID WHICH HAS FALLEN, AND I WILL REBUILD ITS RUINS,
AND I WILL RESTORE IT, 17 IN ORDER THAT THE REST OF MANKIND MAY SEEK
THE LORD, AND ALL THE GENTILES WHO ARE CALLED BY MY NAME,' 18 SAYS
THE LORD, WHO MAKES THESE THINGS KNOWN FROM OF OLD.
Act 3:19 "Repent therefore and return, that your sins may be wiped away, in
order that times of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord; 20 and that He may
send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, 21 whom heaven must receive until the
period of restoration of all things about which God spoke by the mouth of His
holy prophets from ancient time.
Many people are talking about the coming of the Lord and the END TIME
MINISTRIES! I believe the End Time Ministries will begin in the Holy Place, under the
Seven Spirits of God. I also believe that these ministries will be appointed by Christ Jesus
in the Holy Place. Why?
These type of things were all spoken by the Prophets in the Old Testament. All
these things must be RESTORED BEFORE Jesus can return to the Earth to Begin His
Kingdom Ministry.
I don’t believe the “visible church” is at the Spiritual place spoken of by the Prophets.
The “church,” the one He is building, is in the Holy Place and Jesus Christ is directly
teaching that Lampstand Church. Of course that Church, which He is Building, has been
in the process of growing or not growing for 2000 years. This “Church that He is building”
is in the Holy Place, in the Tent, the sanctuary of God, and it is invisible in the Outer Court
dimension. In this area of the Holy Place, the Mysteries are probably revealed but with
New Words and New Thoughts that have been given by the Spirit. (Of course, I am guessing
about this being reserved for the Holy Place ministry.)
Paul said clearly that there were some people that could hear and understand these
Spiritual Words that the natural man could not receive! These Spiritual People were the
people that Paul ministered the Mysteries to but with Spiritual Words, conveying the
Spiritual Thoughts, which were given by the Spirit. These WORDS were given by the
Spirit! That is why I think that these words come from the Holy Place. In the Holy Place
there were the Seven Spirits of God which Illuminated everything in the Holy Place.
The “ministry,” that can minister the “mysteries”, with Spiritual Words to Convey
Spiritual Thoughts given by the Spirit, must have some knowledge and the experience of
the Holy Place where Our Great High Priest ministers.
There are 144,000 people who have been qualified to enter the Highest Place in
Heaven, Mount Zion, the Throne of God.
Rev_14:1 And I looked, and behold, the Lamb was standing on Mount Zion, and
with Him one hundred and forty-four thousand, having His name and the name of His
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Father written on their foreheads.
Out of millions and millions of souls that are saved there are only 144,000 that are
qualified to enter into Zion and to stand and sit with Jesus, our King/Priest. That is one
reason that we think that we must qualify to be acceptable in the these various levels of
Heaven. The New Earth dimension or the New Heaven dimension doesn’t require as
much “perfection” as Mount Zion. The people that end up in the New Jerusalem do not
require as much “perfection” as Mount Zion but they need to reach “that level of the New
Jerusalem realm of Perfection.”
At the Judgement Seat of Christ, He must determine the degree of Perfection we,
each, have attained. Then He will place us according to the level of perfection we have
reached. Then some will go to New Earth, some will go to New Heaven, some will go to
the New Jerusalem and 144,000 will go to Mount Zion Level because of their of Perfection.
The 144,000 people in Revelation 14 is an exact number and when that number is
completed Jesus will be released to lead these people onto Mount Zion. Jesus sits upon His
Throne in Mount Zion and rules over all the works of God’s Hands. Some 144,000 people
will qualify to sit with him on His Throne. Others qualify for the New Jerusalem, others
qualify for the New Heaven and others will qualify for the New Earth. All the rest of the
people will not qualify for anything and be disqualified and will be ready for Hell.
This will fulfil God’s Purpose for the Earth’s Creation along with His purpose for the
Creation of Man. After the END of this earth TIME, His Purpose will need to be fulfilled
for the Eternity He has established.
Before the Foundation of the Earth, God had established His Eternal Purpose.
Everything that God does in the earth has His Eternal Purpose in view. Man is involved in
God’s Eternal Purpose and he was created to Rule over it. But God set qualifications for
man to obtain to inherit His Purpose. His purpose is set into four different dimensions, in
three different areas of growth, so all believers may qualify for something.
All three dimensions are called Heaven, so all who qualify go to Heaven. Some will
go to New Earth, some will be qualified for New Heaven and some will qualified to go to the
New Jerusalem. Out of the New Jerusalem realm there will be 144,000 that will qualify
for the Throne on Mount Zion.
That is the most of what is revealed about God’s Eternal Purpose, except the
qualifications to reach that Purpose. The New Testament is filled with the Growth
Qualifications.
The problem with the visible church is they think the only qualification are to believe
something about Jesus. They don’t emphasize those who Qualify for the Throne of God or
for the New Jerusalem. They see the New Earth as Heaven and everyone who believes in
Jesus will go to Heaven. That may be true but some go to Mount Zion and that doesn’t
seem to be preached. “God Loves us Just as we are” but for that reason He wants to
radically change us to be Like Jesus!
God’s Eternal Purpose is not established because He Loves us but because of His
Goal that was set before the World was. We are should be busy Qualifying and not just
focusing upon the fact that He loves us.

